
Among Us!

# Among Us!

It is a wholesome online and local game about friendships and betrayal. After its introduction two

years ago, it gained a surge in popularity over the COVID-19 lockdown period. The game features

4-10 players who are attempting to make a spaceship to leave. However, random participants join

the crews intending to kill them.

## About Among Us!

This online, interactive, and highly entertaining game is for everyone with a stomach for deception.

It supports both online and in-person cross-play. Users can enjoy the game on multiple platforms,

which allows for a variety of participants.

It features game sessions that last up to 15 minutes. Since it works on an open platform, you can

join at any time.

The setting of Among Us! is in an isolated spaceship, which users need to repair while avoiding

imposters who try to pick the crew apart. So, you have to complete your given tasks while

watching out for imposters as a crewmember.

As an impostor, you need to complete your tasks and kill crewmembers without recognition while

convincing the other members not to throw you out of the ship. Fun, right.

The game assigns the roles automatically to players at the beginning of every gaming session.

## Features

Among Us Is part of the party games that focus on deception, paranoia, and bluffing. By playing it,

you get to understand how it is vital to play for and against the rules sometimes.

The game includes:

### 1. Mission Control

Like any other party game, you can tweak the rules of Among Us! To suit you however you like.

With the flexibility to create public, and private rooms, you can adjust values, the number of tasks,

length of the gaming session, movement speed, and imposters.

It also has an offline practice platform where you can perfect your skills.



### 2. Deep Space

If you are interested in sci-fi, deep space activities, and detective work, Among Us! would be a

recommended choice. While working hard to finish your tasks on your new map, an impostor

sneaks behind you.

Even though some tasks dig deeper into traditional gaming territories, Among Us! takes it a step

further by making the sessions unique. It shifts from repairing the wiring in the spaceship to

blasting asteroids coming your way.

### 3. Imposters

While playing Among Us!, you need to keep your eyes on your environment. You keep an eye open

because there are assassins among you, whose only goal is to sneak up and kill crew members

before they complete tasks.

The imposters in Among Us! have their perks. They can damage equipment and pretend to

participate in tasks. They can even escape quickly from the scene of the murder.

### 4. Choices

Among Us! is based on strategy, deceit, and debate. After discovering a murder, you attend an

emergency meeting to try and identify the killer. Here, you choose who you think committed the

murder.

The other players kick the person with the most votes out of the spaceship into the abyss.

The Inner Sloth development features three primary levels, where they section players to perform

different tasks. Crew members and impostors use vertical and horizontal motions to move from

one room to another. # Features of Among Us!

## It is an entertainment game

You play Among Us! with friends. After logging in, you join a crew, which you select or randomly

enter. Here, you join friends to accomplish tasks and have fun., and since the game encourages

users to troll people to identify the killer, it discourages people with bad intentions from

participating.

## Short session time

One session of Among Us! runs for approximately 15 minutes. That means that users invest less

time to complete a task. Users enjoy the option of playing for hours or a few minutes and calling it

a day.

### Interactive platform

Remember, you have to vote out the person you think is an impostor. Interaction happens through



their non-voice communication platform featured in Among Us! You can also enjoy as much

playing as when you want to stream content.

### Available for mobile phones

Some gaming applications are not compatible with mobile phones. However, Among Us! does not

use a lot of space or need a GPU for speed requirements. Therefore, it is possible to install on your

phone and play 15 minutes' game sessions.

## Overall:

The devious, interactive, and fun experience provided by Among Us! is worth trying out.

### Pros

* You can enjoy the game by either participating or streaming their lively content

* Available for mobile installations

* It allows cross-play in PCs

* You can tweak the settings to accommodate your preference

### Cons

* The app is not fully optimized to deal with emerging technical issues

* It does not allow for voice chat


